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has issued supporting fatwas for the Arabs in Afghanistan.) Also, during their travels, the detainees follow established Al-

 

                       

classified as a Counter-terrorism Tier 2 NGO target. One such detainee, ISN 651, claims he proselytized for the JT in
Pakistan before going to Afghanistan to continue preaching and was then caught up in the war and unjustly captured.
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to facilitate their movement to Pakistan. He added that they both served on the front lines north of Kabul and set up a sniper
position on the road to Jalalabad. One detainee who possessed the requisite Islamic instruction is ISN 552. ISN 552 claims
his religious instructor said he should go and teach the people. ISN 552 claimed he left and traveled to Pakistan where he
spent time with an imam preaching. ISN 552 stated he wanted to do more and the imam suggested he go to Afghanistan and
contact an NGO and offer his assistance. ISN 552 claims he went to Afghanistan and fled as he heard the Afghans were
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class states that the instructor instead encouraged the students to go to Jihad. The detainee claims ISN 552 convinced him and
another to travel to Afghanistan to join the Jihad. The detainee adds that he and ISN 552 attended training together in two
camps, one of which was visited weekly by UBL. Another common cover story is the desire to help the poor by providing
money for food, wells, and charity items. The Al Wafa NGO is a good example of this. Al Wafa did provide these things to
the poor of Afghanistan. At the same time, Al Wafa has connections to UBL and Al-Qaida. Al Wafa personnel were involved
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its own training camp. Currently, the director of Al Wafa in Afghanistan, all office managers in Afghanistan and Pakistan,
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humanitarian missions to Afghanistan. To paraphrase, ISN 768 laughed quietly at this and said that if you were a Saudi in
Afghanistan, you were a terrorist. He has signed a confession, and his information has been corroborated. Also, almost all of
the detainees identified in the Dirty-30 group claim to have gone to Afghanistan in order to teach the Koran. Subsequently,
numerous Al-Qaida members, including high-ranking members, have identified some of this group as UBL bodyguards.
There is a large number of unclassified and classified reports that cite assisting the people in Afghanistan as a cover story
used by Al-Qaida operatives and there are numerous variations to it.

Conclusion:
(S//NF) Muslims travel the world providing instructions in the Koran and Islam as well as providing assistance to
those in need. Many of the detainees have developed their cover stories around mainstream Islam and the charity and good
will of those Muslims to lend a benign appearance to their travel to Afghanistan. Many detainees have been instructed in
specifics of their cover story as well as techniques in counter-interrogation. Despite this, dedicated interrogations, thorough
research and analysis of associated detainees have helped to completely refute some stories while casting reasonable doubt on
others. Travel to Afghanistan for charity reasons or to teach or study Islam is a known Al-Qaida/extremist cover story
without credence. Likewise, travel to Afghanistan for any reason after the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 is likely a
total fabrication with the true intentions being to support Usama Bin Laden through direct hostilities against the US Forces.
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